
A  any B  every C  much D  fewer

Q1

A  several B  every C  each D  none

Q2

A  many B  some C  every D  lots of

Q3

A  A lot B  Much C  Every D  Numerous

Q4

A  Much B  Every C  Some D  Any

Q5

A  much B  all C  every D  lots of

Q6

A  each B  every C  much D  any

Q7

A  every B  much C  numerous D  both

Q8

A  Every B  Each C  Much D  Numerous

Q9

A  Much B  Every C  Some D  Any

Q10

Adverbs of Quantity (2)

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

There have been ..... crimes since the police new task force was created.

I have ..... questions for you. Do you have a minute to discuss them with me?

I go to the gym ..... day. I like my weekly routine and exercise makes me happy.

..... of the dogs are nice. We're training the ones that are not friendly.

..... of the kids at school are mean to me. What should I do?

I water the plants ..... other day. I think I'm watering them too much.

I bought a toy for ..... of you.

I like ..... of the cars. I don't know which one to choose.

..... complaints have been made about the noise level at this house. Please turn the music down. I'm going to give you
a warning for now.

"..... of you will graduate in June, but others will not. This is a competitive course, so good luck," the engineering
professor said.
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ANSWERS: Adverbs of Quantity (2)

There have been ..... crimes since the police new task force was created.

D  fewer

I have ..... questions for you. Do you have a minute to discuss them with me?

A  several

I go to the gym ..... day. I like my weekly routine and exercise makes me happy.

C  every

..... of the dogs are nice. We're training the ones that are not friendly.

A  A lot

..... of the kids at school are mean to me. What should I do?

C  Some

I water the plants ..... other day. I think I'm watering them too much.

C  every

I bought a toy for ..... of you.

A  each

I like ..... of the cars. I don't know which one to choose.

D  both

..... complaints have been made about the noise level at this house. Please turn the music down. I'm going to give you
a warning for now.

D  Numerous

"..... of you will graduate in June, but others will not. This is a competitive course, so good luck," the engineering
professor said.

C  Some
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